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Terror on the Titanic by Jim Wallace takes YOU back in time to an historical adventure aboard the

infamous Titanic. 9-12 year old readers will explore the world's most luxurious ship and study how it

operates, meet the crew, and drink up the magical excitement of this maiden voyage!   Choose Your

Own Adventure Terror on the Titanic is an interactive adventure book in which YOU decide what

happens next.   The date is April 10, 1912. Embarking on the Titanic seems like a dream. Quickly

you learn that there is evil-doing aboard. Who can you trust? Will you be able to save the Titanic

from certain doom as it careens into an iceberg? Will you be remembered as a hero, or just another

victim of one of the sea's most tragic events?   For readers who enjoyed other titles from the

Choose Your Own Adventure series, including: The Abominable Snowman R. A. Montgomery,

Secret of the Ninja by Jay Leibold, and Journey Under the Sea by R. A. Montgomery.
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Between the lines of each Choose adventure lies some complex science. The choice-and-effect

format reflects the treelike structure in game theory to chart possible outcomes based on initial

circumstances. Every book contains different but simultaneous outcomes - something that quantum

physics posits is the case in the real world, too. --Wired Magazine



JIM WALLACE lived in Norway for a year and taught school in Kampala, Uganda, for three years.

He also worked in Tokyo teaching English and writing English language textbooks. He also enjoys

chainsawing wood, photography, and riding Italian motorcycles.

I was thrilled to get this for my daughter's birthday so she could experience a

Choose-Your-Own-Adventure book for the first time. However, this did NOT translate well to an

ebook at all. We tried reading it on a Kindle, Kindle Fire, and with the Kindle app on iPhone and

Surface. The "links" to the pages did not work and some of the pages appeared with an image over

the text so it was unreadable. We managed to make it through to one ending, but it was so

cumbersome that I don't think I would try it again. It may be better to purchase this as physical book

rather than an ebook.

My daughter who is 7 and I love these books. This one was great. Some history mixed with some

great options on a better ending to what happened to the Titanic.

My fourth grade boys now love to read thanks to choose your own adventure

Always loved these books and now so do my boys! They prefer the newer ones as they have more

illustrations than the first writer included.Very fun trying to see if you escape your decision!

Great for the reluctant reader! My son enjoys being able to influence the stories. The font used is

large and read easily. Pages that are full of small font words only are a bit daunting sometimes.

Shorter length of text and pictures make it a more attractive option for my son.

Its a fun Lil book. Bought it for my hubby to bring back that nostalgic feeling. As s kid we both loved

choose your own adventure books and he loves titanic history ect so I figured why not.

This book was good but it got a little boring and confusing

They are just like we remembered! The kids though they were fun!
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